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I. Introduction 
 A.  Motivation 
In the music production field, it is common to use MIDI keyboards to write and create music in digital 
audio workstations (DAWs). The product described in this project report will perform a similar task to 
a MIDI keyboard, except instead of generating MIDI signals through the use of keys, it will do this by 
way of detecting the pitch of a single note currently being played by a musical instrument, and output 
the corresponding MIDI note. This product can be used in conjunction with pieces of software that 
accept MIDI note input, such as DAWs or music notation software. As such, the intended market 
includes musicians who wish to use an instrument other than a keyboard as a MIDI controller, as well 
as those who may wish to write music scores using such an instrument. The process of music 
production becomes more streamlined with a device like this, since a musical idea played on a real 
instrument can go straight into a MIDI application of the user’s choice. 
 
 
 B.  Potential Customers 
The potential customers are musicians who want to control some sort of MIDI software such as a DAW 
or music notation software with an instrument of their choice rather than just a MIDI keyboard.  
 C.  Customer Needs 
The user may have a musical idea come to them from anywhere, at anytime, so it’s necessary that this 
product be as portable as possible. The development board is just slightly larger than a credit card, and 
the analog filter component is about half that size. The enclosure is planned to be just large enough to 
house the microcontroller, the LCD, and the input PCB. 
 D.  Environment of Use 
This product requires a connection to a host computer via USB, both for power and also for MIDI 
communication. It acts as a device between an instrument with an electronic pickup and a computer to 
potentially make music production easier and more fluid. 
 E.  Alternative (Competitive) Solutions / Products 
There are a few commercial products that provide real-time audio-MIDI conversions just like this 
project, but with a few notable differences: 
• MIDI Guitar – A software plugin that is able to track multiple pitches in near-real-time. It is fast and 
accurate (with just 12 ms of latency), but is relatively expensive ($100) and is CPU-intensive on the 
user’s computer. In contrast, the product discussed in this document is run on a separate piece of 
hardware, with the only interaction with the user’s computer being a stream of MIDI data. The total 
cost of this project is much smaller, being about $45 for all necessary components.   
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II. Background 
A. Technologies Used 
In order to understand this project document, it is necessary to discuss some of the technologies used to 
accomplish the end goal. The most important technologies used are listed below: 
• Sallen-Key Filter – The type of active low-pass filter used for the input analog signal, which ensures 
that minimal aliasing occurs when it is sampled by the microcontroller’s ADC. 
• Autocorrelation – The method used in software to determine the input signal’s fundamental 
frequency. In the time-domain, this involves sliding the input signal across itself to compute at what 
point it is most like itself. For periodic signals (such as audio signals), the signal will be most like itself 
at multiples of its period. Thus, the result of an autocorrelation on an audio signal will contain peaks 
at indices that correspond to multiples of its period. 
• Music Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) – The communication protocol used for the primary 
output of this project. A MIDI stream of data indicates to a synthesizer what pitches to play, at what 
dynamic, and how long to play them.   
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III. Product Design Engineering Requirements 
 A.  Functional and Feature Requirements 
• The primary input to the system is a ¼” audio jack. The user will be able to plug in an 
instrument of their choice as long as they have a pickup or microphone with a ¼” male 
jack. 
• Detect the pitch (fundamental frequency) of a single musical note so long as the user is 
only playing a single note (i.e. no chords). 
• Output the nearest corresponding chromatic pitch as a properly formatted MIDI note, 
compatible with DAWs or music notation software. 
• Provide a MIDI interface to a computer via UART over USB. 
• Display the detected note frequency and resulting MIDI note number to the user via an 
LCD screen. 
 
B.  Performance Specifications 
• Pitch Detection Time/Rate: The pitch should be calculated as soon as possible to account for 
various musical tempos. For a common 120 bpm tempo, the device should be able to calculate a 
MIDI note for at least every eighth note (240 eighth notes/minute at 120 bpm). This requires at 
least 4 MIDI note calculations every second at this tempo.  
• Pitch Detection Range: E2 (82.4 Hz) - C6 (1046.5 Hz). This is the base range, and may be extended if 
testing allows. 
• Pitch Detection Frequency Accuracy: Within 1 semitone. 
• Pitch Detection Time Accuracy: Must be able to detect pitch change times (or note durations) 
accurately enough to distinguish quarter notes from eighth notes from triplets 
 
C.   Blackbox Diagram (Level 0) 
 
Fig. 3.1 – Top-Level Black Box Diagram 
 
The figure above shows the top-most level black box diagram for this project. A monophonic 
audio signal is produced by the user via an instrument and an electronic pickup, which is then 
transferred via a ¼” audio jack connected to the system, amplified and filtered by an analog 
circuit within the system, and sampled by the onboard microcontroller. Once the 
microcontroller has received enough samples, it calculates the frequency, and its corresponding 
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MIDI note is output via UART over USB to a computer to be used in software that can make 
use of the MIDI note. An LCD screen is used to indicate to the user what note frequency was 
calculated and what corresponding MIDI note number is currently being output. 
 
 
D.  User Interface 
The user is able to control the MIDI output by playing a musical instrument with an electronic 
pickup. This is the only control the user has over the product, since other parameters such as 
the input gain or the sampling frequency have been determined either in the microcontroller’s 
firmware or the input filter circuitry. However, an LCD screen is provided to give visual feedback 
to the user, indicating what note it has most recently calculated and what MIDI note it is 
outputting.  
 
E.  Critical System Parameter Selections 
• The reference voltage for the selected microcontroller’s ADC is 3.3V; therefore, the analog signal 
that hits the ADC must be properly amplified and filtered so that it is bounded between 0V and 
3.3V. 
• The microcontroller’s ADC can handle up to 384,000 samples per second (a sampling rate of 
384kHz); however, in order for the microcontroller to handle other tasks than just purely 
sampling (such as determining the pitch of a sampled window of data), the sampling rate will be 
set to about 10kHz. As such, the analog audio signal must be properly filtered so that the higher 
harmonics (above 5kHz) do not alias and reflect back into the sampled data. 
• With the selected sampling rate of 10kHz, it would take about 51.2 ms to collect 512 audio 
samples. During the time it takes to fill up the sample buffer with 512 samples, the 
microcontroller should be able to perform all of the necessary calculations to determine the 
fundamental frequency on the previous 512 samples. 
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IV. System Design – Functional Decomposition 
 
 A.   Overall System Functional Block Diagram (Level 1) 
 
Fig. 4.1 – System Functional Block Diagram 
The figure above illustrates all of the primary functional submodules within the system. 
The raw audio signal sent through the ¼” audio jack is amplified and filtered using analog 
components so that it is in the correct voltage range for the microcontroller’s ADC. The 
onboard ADC takes samples of the audio signal at a high rate, and once enough samples 
have been taken, the sample buffer is processed by a pitch detection algorithm (PDA) to 
determine the signal’s fundamental frequency. A suitable algorithm must be chosen to 
ensure near-real-time audio-to-MIDI conversion on the microcontroller.  Whatever 
frequency is calculated is then sent to both an LCD display and a subroutine to convert 
frequency to the nearest MIDI note. This MIDI note is then routed to both the LCD display 
and through UART to the host PC. 
 
B.   Implementation Concept Block Diagram 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 – System Physical Block Diagram 
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 Illustrated above are all of the physical blocks that make up the system. Their functions and 
implementations are described below: 
 
1. Input Filter Block 
   Implementation: Components on breadboard, custom PCB 
Functions: This block contains the amplification and filtering stages on the input analog signal, 
which was first prototyped and tested on a breadboard. An op-amp IC containing 2 op-amps, 1 
for each stage, was used for this block; the TLV2462 op-amp chip was selected for its single-
supply operation and rail-to-rail output characteristics. The op-amp of the first stage both 
amplifies the input signal and adds a DC offset of half the ADC’s reference voltage (about 1.7 V). 
The op-amp of the second stage was used in a 2nd-Order Sallen-Key Low-Pass configuration to 
attenuate signals above a threshold frequency and minimize aliasing in the sampled signal. For 
this application, a cutoff frequency of about 2 kHz was selected so that frequencies above 5 kHz 
(the Nyquist frequency for the chosen sampling rate of 10 kHz) would have its gain from the first 
stage completely attenuated. 
Once this two-stage block was sufficiently tested on a breadboard, I created an equivalent 
schematic and layout design in Eagle to be fabricated. This custom PCB was then assembled with 
through-hole components and the 8-pin op-amp IC and tested the same way as the breadboard 
filter. 
 
2. Microcontroller Block 
   Implementation: Evaluation Board (Atmel UC3-A3 Xplained) 
Functions: This block handles the ADC sampling as well as all of the heavy calculations needed to 
find the fundamental frequency, including the pitch-detection algorithm and the frequency-to-
MIDI conversion. The specific pitch-detection algorithm implemented in the microcontroller uses 
a modified auto-correlation method. Atmel’s 32-bit microcontrollers also support the Atmel 
Software Framework, which includes helpful DSP libraries for performing FFT’s on sampled data. 
Calculating the auto-correlation of the sampled signal is a simple matter of multiplying the FFT of 
the signal by its complex conjugate, then taking the inverse FFT. Finding the frequency from the 
auto-correlated signal is then a matter of finding peaks in the auto-correlation; the distance 
between peaks indicates the period of the signal. The more peaks that are found within the 
auto-correlation, the greater the accuracy and resolution for the calculated frequency. 
 
3. LCD Block 
   Implementation: 16x2 LCD on Breadboard 
Functions: This block serves as one of the two primary outputs to the user. It can be used to 
debug the frequency calculations, but most importantly it will be used to display information 
such as the detected pitch and the corresponding MIDI note number that was selected to be 
output over UART.  
 
4. MIDI Output Block 
   Implementation: Evaluation Board/USB 
Functions: This is the other primary output of the system, which is meant to interact with a PC 
over USB/UART. While still physically part of the Microcontroller block, the main function of this 
block is to output a properly-formatted stream of MIDI information as the microcontroller 
calculates the frequencies being played in near-real-time. 
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V. Technology Choices and Design Approach Alternatives Considered 
A. Alternative Approaches 
During the early stages of this project, I discovered that there were several different pitch-detection 
algorithms I could use to find the fundamental frequency of an input signal, some performed in the 
time-domain and others performed in the frequency-domain. One such algorithm is the Average 
Magnitude Difference Function (AMDF), which takes the difference in magnitude of adjacent samples 
until finding a dip in the waveform, which is determined as the period of the waveform. 
After many hours of research in the subject, I decided to move forward with the auto-correlation 
method since I had heard from several technical forums that it is one of the most robust and simplest 
algorithms to implement. Essentially, this algorithm correlates the input signal with itself in the time 
(sample) domain and determines the location (sample index) of the first peak as the period of the signal. 
When this is calculated in the time-domain, this operation has a complexity of O(N^2); however, if an 
FFT is calculated to perform auto-correlation in the frequency domain, the complexity is reduced down 
to O(NlogN). As such, I used the selected microcontroller’s DSP library to perform an FFT on the sampled 
signal. Conveniently, the auto-correlation in the frequency domain is computed by simply multiplying 
the FFT of the signal by its complex conjugate. Once the auto-correlation is calculated, I added another 
layer of accuracy to the algorithm by detecting multiple peaks of the auto-correlated signal and dividing 
the index of the last peak by the number of peaks found, essentially adding extra resolution to the 
calculated period of the input signal. This algorithm has been tested in MATLAB with a decent success 
rate (~92%), but will be improved before porting the code to the microcontroller in C. 
With respect to the analog anti-aliasing filter required before the microcontroller’s ADC, there’s a 
seemingly infinite selection of op-amps to choose from, but I’ve narrowed it down to a few, including 
the TLV2460, MCP6022, and LM258 models. The requirement for a single-supply amplifier was pretty 
significant so as not to need two separate supplies within the system to provide both a negative and 
positive rail. For this application, I decided to use the TLV2462 op-amp chip, which conveniently contains 
two op-amps, perfect for the two separate stages of the analog input filter. It was also able to be 
powered by the microcontroller’s 3.3V supply from one of its pins. 
The anti-aliasing filter itself can be implemented in several different configurations, such as a Bessel, 
Butterworth, or Elliptical. I chose to use a 2nd-Order Sallen-Key Butterworth filter for this application, 
since the steepness of the roll-off attenuation of the signal was not critical to the system.  
 
B. Simulation Testing 
Simulations were created and performed for the two most significant and critical components of the 
project: the analog input filter and the pitch-detection algorithm. The analog filter was also assembled 
on a breadboard to verify its design with the selected op-amp before designing and fabricating the PCB. 
The specific designs and results of simulation testing are described below: 
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1. PDA Simulations (Matlab) 
Before any code was written for the AT32UC3A3256 microcontroller, I tested the proposed pitch-
detection algorithm in Matlab. Since I knew that I would have access to FFT functions on the 
microcontroller, I used Matlab’s own FFT functions to find the auto-correlated signal. To simulate raw 
input audio data, I used .wav files provided from former lab courses (such as EE 368) as well as some 
other .wav files I had from recording myself playing viola in the past, then down-sampled them to a 
sampling rate of 11025 Hz, close to the sampling frequency to be used on the microcontroller (10 kHz). 
The algorithm that I used to detect the frequency (pitch) of the note works as follows: 
• Split the input signal into segments of 512 samples 
• Loop through each 512-sample segment of the signal: 
o Calculate the auto-correlation of the segment using FFT’s 
o Find the first 5 peaks within the auto-correlated segment; keep track of the indices they 
appear at and how many are encountered 
o Determine the frequency of the specific segment using the formula: 
Freq = Fs * peaks_found / last_peak_index 
This algorithm gives additional resolution to the frequency calculation since it uses the last found peak 
divided by total peaks found as the fundamental period of the signal segment. A plot of an auto-
correlated segment is given below for context as to what peaks the algorithm is trying to detect: 
 
Fig. 5.1 – Auto-Correlation of a Segment of the Input Signal 
In this case, only the highest 5 peaks are taken into the calculation (if they are above a threshold – 2/3x 
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the first peak at index 0). As can be seen, the highest peaks appear periodically (evenly-spaced) within 
the auto-correlation, which is why this method is effective for finding the fundamental period. There are 
other peaks in the plot, but they are not greater than the threshold so do not affect the calculation in  
this case. 
The box on the left is an example output from the Matlab script 
that analyzes raw audio data from a .wav file. Just as was described 
above, the script analyzes each 512-sample segment by finding and 
printing the peak locations in its auto-correlation, then calculating 
the frequency based on these values.  
In this example, for segment 240, peaks were detected at indices 
46, 93, 140, and 186. Prior to processing each segment of the .wav 
file signal, the script down-sampled the signal by a factor of 4 so 
that the sampling rate decreased from 44.1 kHz (as originally 
recorded) to 11025 Hz; this was to more accurately simulate the 
sampling rate to be used by the microcontroller (10 kHz). Knowing 
Fs = 11025 Hz, we can use the frequency calculation formula given 
above to confirm that a frequency of about 237 Hz was detected 
for this segment, which is closest to the 233 Hz of an A#3 pitch. 
Similar calculations can be used on each segment to confirm the 
formula’s accuracy. 
On average this algorithm works well, though on occasion it would 
detect a frequency either twice or half that of the actual pitch 
being played (what’s known as an octave error above or below, 
respectively). Unfortunately, this is a common phenomenon when 
using auto-correlation to determine frequency of an input signal, 
and one that has also appeared in some test results of the entire integrated system (further discussion 
of this appears in Chapter VIII: Integrated System Tests and Results). 
 
2. Analog Filter Simulations (LTSpice) 
Once I had my hands on the TLV2462 op-amp chip, I immediately tried to put together a low-pass filter 
circuit on a breadboard. However, I soon realized that I was using it improperly by applying a negative 
voltage to the input of the op-amp, despite using it in its single-supply mode. I then decided that it 
would be worthwhile to perform simulations in LTSpice of the circuit before prototyping it on a 
breadboard. 
I knew that I had to figure out a circuit topology that would add a DC bias to the circuit as well as amplify 
the AC signal so as not to apply a negative voltage to the op-amp. Luckily, I was able to find a rather 
Segment 240: 
   peak @ ndx = 46 
   peak @ ndx = 93 
   peak @ ndx = 140 
   peak @ ndx = 186 
   freq = 237.096774 
   MIDI = 58 (A#3) 
   . 
   . 
   . 
Segment 245: 
   peak @ ndx = 35 
   peak @ ndx = 70 
   peak @ ndx = 106 
   peak @ ndx = 141 
   peak @ ndx = 176 
   freq = 313.210227 
   MIDI = 63 (D#4) 
   . 
   . 
   . 
Segment 250: 
   peak @ ndx = 35 
   peak @ ndx = 70 
   peak @ ndx = 105 
   peak @ ndx = 140 
   peak @ ndx = 175 
   freq = 315.000000 
   MIDI = 63 (D#4) 
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useful document from MIT Open Courseware that gave several circuit examples using a single op-amp 
that accomplish just that [1]. I was able to use the circuit from the document (pictured below) as a base 
design for the first stage of the analog input filter:  
 
Fig. 5.2 – Example Circuit & Equations Used for Stage 1 of Input Filter 
Since the selected op-amp IC contains two op-amps in its package, and one is being used for the first 
stage to add a DC bias and amplify the signal, the second op-amp could be used for the second stage in a 
Sallen-Key low-pass filter configuration, shown below in its 2nd-Order configuration: 
 
Fig. 5.3 – 2nd-Order Sallen-Key Low-Pass Filter 
The idea was to cascade these two stages together so that the input audio signal would experience the 
following effects before being sampled: 
• Amplified as close to the op-amp rails of 0 V and 3.3 V as possible without clipping. 
• Added to an offset voltage (~1.65 V) to prevent any negative voltages from being fed into the op-
amps. 
• Attenuated if the signal contains frequency content greater than the Nyquist limit given by the 
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ADC’s sampling rate of 10 kHz. 
This initial design was simulated in LTSpice with the following frequency response plot: 
 
Fig. 5.4 – Analog Filter Frequency Response Plot  
As can be seen, the filter had a response more similar to a band-pass filter than a low-pass, with 
frequencies below 200 Hz being noticeably attenuated. This error was only discovered after the PCB had 
been fabricated, assembled, and tested. This version of the filter still worked with the integrated system, 
but the attenuation of low-frequency content was undesirable; because of this, a revision was made, 
which luckily only required different resistor and capacitor values in the circuit. The revision of the 
circuit had the following frequency response plot: 
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Fig. 5.5 – Revised Analog Filter Frequency Response Plot  
For the filter revision, the gain in the pass-band was increased from 16.5 dB to 21 dB to properly amplify 
the typical voltage range of passive pickups (~200 mVpp). Because of the increased pass-band gain, the 
cutoff frequency also had to be decreased from 1930 Hz down to 1590 Hz to maintain little to no gain 
beyond the Nyquist limit.  
 
3. Breadboard Testing 
Both versions of the analog filter were first assembled on a breadboard and tested in lab to ensure that 
their behavior matched that of the LTSpice simulations. Pictured below is the revised design of the filter 
on a breadboard: 
 
Fig. 5.6 – Analog Input Filter on Breadboard  
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The first iteration of the filter on the breadboard was tested by sending an input sine wave with a fixed 
amplitude of 200 mVpp at varying frequencies from 50 Hz to 5 kHz and checking the amplitude of the 
output to ensure it was being properly attenuated at higher frequencies. I also tested it by using a 
simple Cherub passive contact pickup on my viola to ensure the output was in the proper voltage range 
for the ADC (pictured below). 
 
Fig. 5.7 – Cherub Violin Pickup used for Filter Testing 
The following oscilloscope captures showcase some of the results I gathered from playing various notes 
on my viola with this pickup (the yellow signal is the raw input and the green signal is the filter output): 
 
Fig. 5.8 – Filter Output from an E4 (330 Hz) Input 
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Fig. 5.9 – Filter Output from a C3 (130 Hz) Input 
These results show that the filter output is always in the range between 0 V and 3.3 V, which is required 
for the ADC to function properly. However, since this is the first version of the filter, the gain isn’t quite 
as large as desired; a description of tests done for the revised filter is given in Chapter VIII: Integrated 
System Tests and Results.   
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VI. Project Design Description 
A. Subsystem Design Descriptions 
As discussed in Chapter IV, the overall system can be reduced down to four major submodules. This 
section contains a more in-depth look at how these individual modules operate. 
 
1. Input Filter Block 
 
 
Fig. 6.1 – Input Filter Block Diagram 
 
The input analog filter consists of two stages: one to amplify the AC signal and add a DC offset 
(approximately equal to half the ADC’s reference voltage, 3.3V), and one to attenuate the signal 
above a certain threshold frequency. As discussed in the previous chapter, this submodule was 
revised to ensure a low-pass frequency response as well as higher gain in the passband; all of the 
circuit schematics and response plots described here pertain to the revised circuit. 
 
The first stage uses the following schematic: 
 
Fig. 6.2 – Analog Filter Stage 1 Schematic 
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This stage operates as follows: 
• Vin is connected to the ¼” input jack. C5 acts as an AC-coupling capacitor so that only AC signals 
(such as audio signals) can pass through. 
• R1 and R2 form a voltage divider so that Vbias = Vcc / 2 = 1.65 V. This DC offset is added to the 
input AC signal so that only positive voltages are applied to the op-amp (necessary since this is a 
single-supply op amp). 
• The gain of this stage is set by R9 & R10. In this configuration, the gain A = 1 + (R9/R10) = 11. 
This gain was selected since most passive electronic pickups have an output of about 100 – 200 
mVpp; a gain of 11 would allow up to 300 mV Vpp without causing clipping. 
The second stage uses the following schematic: 
 
Fig. 6.3 – Analog Filter Stage 2 Schematic 
 This stage operates as follows: 
• The entire 2nd stage is set in a 2nd-Order Sallen-Key low-pass filter configuration. 
• The cutoff frequency, fc = 
1
2𝜋√𝑅5∗𝑅6∗𝐶1∗𝐶2
 = 1591 Hz. This frequency was chosen to allow the 
stopband to roll off so that the Nyquist frequency (5 kHz in this system) would have very little to no 
gain, so as to minimize any aliasing that could occur during sampling. 
• The gain of this stage is set by R3 & R4. In this configuration, the gain A = 1 + (R3/R4) = 1.05. The 
gain is set near 1 so that if the input signal is in the passband, it is near unity gain. If the signal is 
above the cutoff frequency, the gain from the previous stage is attenuated. 
Combined, these two stages have the following output frequency response: 
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Fig. 6.4 – Frequency Response of Analog Input Filter 
This circuitry was first simulated in LTSpice (discussed in the previous chapter), whose frequency 
response is plotted here in blue. The red plot shows the actual, measured gain from testing the 
assembled PCB version of the filter in lab. As we can see, the filter applies a gain of about +21 dB for 
signals up to ~700 Hz, then gradually tapers off its gain until there is little gain near the Nyquist 
frequency of 5 kHz, acting as a low-pass filter just as we expect. The combination of these two stages 
properly amplifies, filters, and prepares the incoming audio signal from the ¼” jack to be sampled by the 
microcontroller’s onboard ADC. 
 
2. Microcontroller Block 
 
 
Fig 6.5 – Microcontroller Block Diagram 
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The microcontroller block is responsible for sampling the input signal and all of the logic that uses the 
sampled signal to calculate the fundamental frequency. Each of these tasks are described in greater 
detail here. 
The task of sampling the input audio signal is the onboard ADC’s responsibility. However, for it to even 
sample at a known and constant rate, it must be triggered at a constant rate. To satisfy this, a timer had 
to be configured to trigger the start of each ADC conversion. This timer was set to have an output similar 
to a clock (50% duty cycle square wave) at the desired sampling frequency (in this case, 10 kHz). This 
was so that each rising edge of the timer would trigger both an ADC conversion as well as an interrupt. 
The program flow of the interrupt service routine is shown below: 
 
Fig. 6.6 – Interrupt Service Routine Program Flow 
On each interrupt, the latest ADC conversion is saved in one of two ADC sample buffers of length 1024. 
Only the first 512 samples in each of the buffers are actual samples of the input signal; the other 512 are 
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set to 0 and are used to zero-pad the buffer before taking the signal’s FFT. The index into the buffer is 
incremented on each interrupt until it reaches 512; when this happens, the buffer index is reset back to 
0. Within this condition, if main has finished calculating the frequency from the previous 512 samples 
(indicated by the calculate frequency flag being set to 0), the buffers are swapped so that any 
subsequent interrupts will fill the 2nd buffer, and the same flag is set to allow the main program to 
calculate the frequency from the newly filled sample buffer. In this way, the buffers are only swapped 
when both a buffer is filled and the main program has finished performing calculations on the previous 
buffer. If main were to take awhile to calculate the frequency (i.e. more than the time it takes to fill up a 
single buffer with 512 samples), then the ISR would simply refill the same buffer it had just filled with 
newer samples until main is done with its calculations. 
While the ISR is responsible for storing samples and setting a flag when the buffer is full, the main 
program performs all of the heavy calculations necessary for determining the fundamental frequency as 
fast as possible. The main program flow is shown in the diagram below: 
20 
 
 
Fig. 6.7 – Main Program Flow 
The first task that the program performs upon receiving power is to initialize all of the necessary 
modules, including the ADC, LCD, UART, clocks, timers, and GPIO pins. After this, it enters the main loop, 
where it checks whether the calculate frequency flag has been set by the ISR or not. If it hasn’t been set, 
then the ISR has not yet filled one of the ADC buffers, and the program simply delays 1 ms before 
checking the flag again. If it sees the flag has been set by the ISR, then it proceeds to perform an auto-
correlation on the signal by calling the calc_autocorr() function. This function uses the following steps to 
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calculate the auto-correlation: 
1. X(F) = FFT[x[n]]  - First, an FFT is taken of the input signal within the filled buffer 
2. AC(F) = X(F) ∙ X*(F)  - The auto-correlation is found in the frequency domain by simply 
    multiplying the FFT of the signal by its complex conjugate. 
3. ac[n] = IFFT[AC(F)]  - An inverse FFT is performed on the previous step to convert the auto- 
    correlated signal back into the time domain. 
The program then searches for peaks within the results of the auto-correlation to determine the period 
and fundamental frequency of the input signal. Theoretically, the auto-correlation will contain peaks at 
indices that correspond to the signal’s fundamental frequency. A peak is defined by having a higher 
value than the samples immediately before and after, as well as a certain threshold value. In this 
application, the threshold value is set to 2/3x the peak value of the entire auto-correlation, which is the 
value located at index 0 of the auto-correlation; because of this, the search for peaks always begins at 
index 1 rather than 0. Once a peak is detected, its index within the auto-correlation is logged into an 
array, and a peak counter is incremented. The peak-detection algorithm continues to run until either 10 
peaks are detected or it reaches the 512th index of the auto-correlation. The idea is that more peaks 
found means better resolution and accuracy of the determined frequency. 
Once the peaks are detected, an additional algorithm is run to account for peaks that may have gone 
undetected by the previous algorithm. This involves calculating the minimum difference between peak 
indices, which would more accurately represent the fundamental period of the signal rather than the 
first (lowest) peak index. The peak counter is then adjusted to account for the minimum difference as 
the fundamental period. The fundamental frequency is then calculated by using the following formula: 
 f = Fs * peak_count / last_peak_index 
where Fs is the sampling frequency (10 kHz in this application). 
After the frequency is determined, it is output to the LCD, and the corresponding MIDI note value is 
calculated using the following equation: 
 Midi(f) = round(12 * log2(f / 440) + 69) 
where 12 corresponds to the number of semitones per octave, 440 is the reference frequency of A4 in 
Hz, and 69 is the corresponding MIDI note value for A4. The MIDI note being output from the system will 
change to the newly calculated MIDI note only if the following conditions are met: 
• The MIDI value has stayed consistent for at least 2 sequential frequency calculations. This helps 
prevent (but doesn’t completely eliminate) the chance of the MIDI output from “jumping” to some 
erroneous calculated frequency/MIDI value. The idea is that if the same note calculation is sustained 
for 2 or more calculations, then it is much more likely to be a “good” calculation than an erroneous 
one. 
• The MIDI value is different from the previously output MIDI note. If the newly calculated MIDI value 
is the same as the previously output MIDI note, there is no need to change it, as they are the same. 
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The only case where this may be necessary is if the user stays on the same note but plays it 
repeatedly (i.e. in rapid succession such as during a tremolo). This case is unfortunately not 
accurately supported in this rendition of the project. 
If these conditions are met, then an off signal is sent over UART for the previously output MIDI note, and 
an on signal is sent for the new MIDI note. By default, the velocity is set to 64, which indicates a musical 
dynamic near mf. The LCD is also updated to indicate the newly-calculated MIDI note. Lastly, the 
previously calculated MIDI and previously output MIDI are updated correspondingly, and the calculate 
frequency flag is reset, allowing the ISR to swap sample buffers for the entire process to repeat. 
 
3. LCD Block 
 
 
Fig. 6.8 – LCD Block Diagram 
The LCD Block is responsible for displaying to the user the frequency calculated as well as the MIDI note 
being output. The LCD screen is powered by a 5V source supplied by one of the microcontroller 
evaluation kit’s breakout pins. The LCD screen is controlled in nibble mode by the microcontroller block, 
which sends the calculated frequency value to the LCD on every calculation iteration. However, the 
microcontroller only sends it the new MIDI note when the MIDI output is changed (this logic is discussed 
in more detail in the previous section about the Microcontroller Block). 
 
4. MIDI Output Block 
 
Fig. 6.9 – MIDI Output Level 2 Block Diagram 
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The MIDI Output Block encompasses the primary output of the system (MIDI data sent over UART) as 
well as the other pieces of software on the PC side that are necessary for the PC application to recognize 
the serial data as MIDI. As seen in the figure above, the microcontroller outputs MIDI data serially using 
UART at a baud rate of 57600. However, MIDI operates at a baud rate of 31250, a rate that cannot be 
set by the microcontroller, so a software serial to MIDI converter must be used. For this operation, the 
Hairless MIDI software application was used. A virtual MIDI port must also be established for a MIDI 
application on the host computer to recognize the MIDI data being sent; another piece of software 
called LoopMIDI was used for this function. Once these connections are properly setup, any application 
on the host PC that is able to accept MIDI input should be able to recognize the MIDI stream as if it were 
coming from an actual MIDI keyboard. 
The additional pieces of software to convert the serial data into proper MIDI data (Hairless MIDI and 
LoopMIDI) are only necessary because the microcontroller selected for this project is not a MIDI-
compliant device. There are a few microcontrollers with similar functionality that are MIDI-compliant 
that would have been able to bypass the use of these pieces of software, most notably the Teensy 
development board. This is discussed in more detail in the Conclusions chapter of this document. 
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VII. Physical Construction & Integration 
A. Physical Layout 
The entire system consists of 3 primary physical components connected together. These components 
also correspond with the submodules discussed in the previous chapter; they are: 
• Input Filter PCB: Has 8 male header pins that it can use for analog I/O. 2 of these pins are used for 
the input signal coming in from the ¼” audio jack; 2 more pins are used as input to power the op-
amp with a single supply. There are also 2 output pins, each corresponding with the output of one of 
the filter’s 2 stages; only the output from the second stage is used here, since the first stage does 
not perform any filtering. 
• UC3-A3 Xplained Development Board: Houses the microcontroller and also provided various I/O 
male header pins. It’s powered by USB, and is able to provide power to the other 2 components 
through some of its header pins (3 pins provide 3.3 V, and 1 pin provides 5 V). A 3.3 V supply pin is 
used to power the input filter PCB, while a 5 V pin is used to power the LCD. The output of the 
second stage of the input filter PCB is used as an input for one of the ADC channels (in this case, ADC 
channel 2 is used). 
• LCD Screen: The LCD screen was placed on a breadboard to keep it face-up without having a proper 
enclosure for the system. It is initialized by the microcontroller to operate in 4-bit (nibble) mode to 
reduce the amount of GPIO pins dedicated to just the LCD. A total of 8 pins from the microcontroller 
board are used to connect with the LCD. 
Pictured below is the entire system fully connected: 
 
Fig. 7.1 – Fully-Integrated System 
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Below is a table that illustrates all of the wiring that connects these components together: 
Component Pin 
To Pin on 
MCU 
Notes 
Input Filter 
PCB 
3V3 J1-10   
GND J1-9 (GND) *Ground pins are all the same 
Vin - 
*Connect to V+ from 1/4" 
cable 
GND - 
*Connect to V- from 1/4" 
cable 
Vout2 J2-3   
LCD Screen 
VSS J3-9 (GND)   
VDD J3-10 (5 V)   
V0 J3-10 (5 V) *Adjust voltage as needed  
RS J3-6   
RW J3-9 (GND)   
E J3-5   
D0 - 
*Unconnected to MCU since 
nibble mode is used 
D1 - 
D2 - 
D3 - 
D4 J3-4   
D5 J3-3   
D6 J3-2   
D7 J3-1   
A J3-10 (5 V) *Adjust voltage as needed  
K J3-9 (GND)   
Table 7.1 – System Wiring Table 
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B. Project Packaging 
At this point in time, there isn’t a proper enclosure for the system, but that is planned to be developed 
later during the course of this quarter. The enclosure is planned to be 3D printed in 2 separate sections 
and put together using screws. It will be able to house the evaluation board (for the microcontroller), 
the LCD, and the input filter PCB, as well as the primary input (1/4” audio jack) and output (USB 
connector). A simple sketch of the side and top views of the proposed enclosure is included below: 
 
Fig. 7.2 – Concept Sketch of Project Enclosure  
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VIII. Integrated System Tests & Results 
A. Test Descriptions & Results 
Each of the submodules in this project were individually tested to ensure system integrity. Each of the 
following sections outline what tests were performed and the conclusions of each test. 
 
1. Input Analog PCB 
A very similar process of testing was performed to test the PCB implementation of the filter as the 
breadboard prototype: using grabber leads to input a 200 mVpp sine wave from a function generator 
into the filter and observing the output voltage. Below is a picture of the fully-assembled PCB that was 
tested: 
 
Fig. 8.1 – Fully-Assembled Input Filter 
Just as was shown in Table 7.1, the input signal was applied to the Vin pin, and the 3.3 V supply pin was 
provided by the microcontroller’s 3.3 V pin; the output signal was measured across the Vout2 and GND 
pins. The following figures show the voltage output of the filter at varying frequencies, where the yellow 
signal is the input and the green signal is the output: 
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Fig. 8.2 – Filter Output w/ 100 Hz Input 
 
Fig. 8.3 – Filter Output w/ 200 Hz Input 
 
Fig. 8.4 – Filter Output w/ 440 Hz Input 
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Fig. 8.5 – Filter Output w/ 1 kHz Input 
 
Fig. 8.6 – Filter Output w/ 2 kHz Input 
 
Fig. 8.7 – Filter Output w/ 5 kHz Input 
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As we can see with these figures, the amplitude of the output signal is indeed shrinking with respect to 
increasing the frequency on the input signal. When the input frequency is at the Nyquist frequency, it 
receives very little gain and its Vpp is very close to its input Vpp value, as seen in Figure 8.7. This is what 
we expect from the filter, and indeed it also properly adds a DC offset to the signal of about 1.75 V; this 
confirms that the filter works as expected and that the input signal is in the correct voltage range to be 
sampled by the ADC. 
 
2. Sampling Subroutine 
Correctly configuring the microcontroller’s ADC to sample at a constant rate was a tricky task due to its 
dependence on correctly configuring a timer to trigger the ADC, but once I had it working I had to make 
sure it was sampling at the desired rate and recording proper values. I tested this by sampling from the 
output of the input filter once that module had been properly tested, and converting each recorded 
sample from a 10-bit binary sample to the corresponding floating-point voltage value it originally 
detected and printing them to the screen. I then placed these results into an excel spreadsheet and 
plotted them to more easily visualize the captured ADC samples. The following figures show the results 
of plotting the printed voltage values. 
 
Fig. 8.8 – Captured Samples of a 200 Hz Input Signal 
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Fig. 8.9 – Captured Samples of a 440 Hz Input Signal 
 
Fig. 8.10 – Captured Samples of a 2.5 kHz Input Signal 
Figures 8.8 and 8.9 have plotted samples at every 2 samples, while the first 50 samples are plotted in 
Figure 8.10. In Figure 8.8, we can see that there are about 25 plotted (50 actual) samples for a single 
period of the signal; at a sampling rate of 10 kHz, this confirms a fundamental frequency of 200 Hz, just 
as we expect from the 200 Hz input. Similarly, Figure 8.9 contains about 11 plotted (22-23 actual) 
samples per period; this corresponds with a fundamental frequency of about 440 Hz. Figure 8.10, which 
has every sample plotted, contains about 4 samples per period, as expected for a signal at 2.5 kHz. The 
sudden “jumps” in the plotted signals in Figures 8.8 and 8.9 are due to newer samples overwriting the 
original sampled signal during the process of printing out the sample buffer values to the terminal. 
These results confirm that the ADC sampling process works as intended at the desired sampling 
frequency of 10 kHz. It also further confirms that the input filter has a low-pass frequency response, as 
can be seen by the smaller amplitude of the sampled signal in Figure 8.10.  
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3. Pitch Detection Algorithm 
As discussed in Chapter V, the PDA was first simulated and tested in Matlab to decently successful 
results. A similar process of printing out peak values and calculated frequencies to the terminal was 
used when debugging the PDA on the UC3-A3 microcontroller.  
The box to the left is the output of running the 
program with the whole integrated system and 
using the pickup with my viola as the input signal. 
For the first two calculations, I played an A4 (440 
Hz); however, the PDA detected a frequency twice 
of that in its first calculation. This is because of the 
observed auto-correlation peak at index 80; 
normally, a 440 Hz signal would have peaks at 
indices that are near multiples of 23, but index 80 
does not satisfy this, effectively halving the 
detected period and doubling the detected 
frequency. 
The third calculation shows that the algorithm was 
able to correctly detect the open D string being 
played on the viola, despite missing index 68 as a 
peak. 
The output listed here also prints out the number of 
samples taken between frequency calculations. This 
number fluctuates quite a bit since the algorithm 
simply outputs the frequency as soon as it 
calculates it, which varies based upon the signal 
being sampled. As shown here, most of the time it is able to calculate a frequency by the time the ADC 
has taken about 500-600 samples; this indicates a frequency calculation time of about 50-60 ms. Since 
the algorithm only changes the MIDI output if the new frequency is consistent for 2 or more 
calculations, then this effectively makes the latency of the system twice that of the average frequency 
calculation time, or about 100 – 150 ms. One of the specifications discussed towards the beginning of 
this report required that the system be able to detect eighth notes being played at a common 120 bpm 
tempo; this would require a different note being output every 250 ms. The average latency time to 
change output notes just barely meets this specification. 
These results show that the pitch detection algorithm works similarly well as the Matlab version, but 
some changes can be made to make it more reliable. I plan on further improving the algorithm during 
the course of this quarter as time allows. 
 
Calculating frequency... 
        Peak value (0x000A) 
 - Found a peak (0x0009) @ ndx = 23 
 - Found a peak (0x0007) @ ndx = 46 
 - Found a peak (0x0007) @ ndx = 69 
 - Found a peak (0x0007) @ ndx = 80 
 - Found a peak (0x0007) @ ndx = 92 
Freq:  869.6 Hz 
MIDI:  81 (A5) 
574 samples obtained. 
 
Calculating frequency... 
        Peak value (0x000B) 
 - Found a peak (0x000B) @ ndx = 23 
 - Found a peak (0x000A) @ ndx = 46 
 - Found a peak (0x000A) @ ndx = 68 
 - Found a peak (0x0009) @ ndx = 115 
Freq:  434.8 Hz 
MIDI:  69 (A4) 
494 samples obtained. 
 
Calculating frequency... 
        Peak value (0x0009) 
 - Found a peak (0x0008) @ ndx = 34 
 - Found a peak (0x0007) @ ndx = 103 
 - Found a peak (0x0008) @ ndx = 137 
 - Found a peak (0x0007) @ ndx = 171 
Freq:  292.4 Hz 
MIDI:  62 (D4) 
514 samples obtained. 
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4. LCD Screen 
The main program’s output to the LCD screen was one of the first components of the system to be 
tested. The figure below shows the output when an input signal of 440 Hz is applied. 
 
Fig. 8.11 – LCD Screen Output 
As can be seen, the frequency value tends to flicker, since it is updated on every frequency calculation, 
whereas the MIDI output is only changed when the same valid frequency has been detected twice in a 
row. Occasionally, garbage characters appear on the LCD rather than real MIDI values and note names; 
this is most likely because the ADC interrupt routine is interrupting the function that sends data to the 
LCD; when this happens, not all of the proper data bits are sent, leading to garbage characters appearing 
on the screen. This is the only bug that has occurred with the LCD, which will continue to be debugged 
during the quarter. 
 
5. MIDI Data Stream 
The MIDI stream was the last component of the system to be tested, since the frequency-to-MIDI 
formula was shown to work both in the Matlab code and on the LCD. This was tested by using the 
Hairless MIDI and LoopMIDI software components and recording the MIDI data in Reaper. The following 
figure illustrates the output it sent when playing the Theme of Rohan from Lord of the Rings: 
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Fig. 8.12 –MIDI Output from System (Theme of Rohan) 
Playing this back, it does indeed sound like the Theme of Rohan, though a bit out of rhythm and missing 
a few short notes. The MIDI note circled in red shows an example of the octave error that occasionally 
appears in the output; the detected note should’ve been a C4, but instead the program calculated a C3 
note being played. This is purely a firmware issue, and indicates that some tweaks to the PDA are in 
order to make its calculations more reliable and robust. The notes also appear out of rhythm simply 
because the program outputs a new note whenever it calculates a new frequency twice in a row; the 
output is not synced to a specific rhythm or set to a timer, which could be a possible solution to this 
issue. 
 
Fig. 8.13 – MIDI Output from System (Rey’s Theme) 
Another example is shown above, which is the resulting output when I play Rey’s Theme from Star Wars 
Episode VII on the viola. Once again, it’s detecting mostly the correct note pitches, but some of the short 
notes are missing and some of the note lengths are incorrect. 
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B. Summarized Test Results 
The test results discussed in the previous section show that the system accomplishes its basic 
functionality: to detect the pitch of the note being played through its input and send the corresponding 
MIDI note out via UART. However, the PDA can be improved, as it tends to encounter octave errors on 
occasion, which is an undesired side-effect of using auto-correlation. The LCD screen logic can also be 
improved to ensure that the data being sent to it to be displayed is not corrupted by being interrupted. 
The timing of the MIDI output can be set to a timer so that it outputs the MIDI data at a constant rate. I 
will attempt to rectify these issues before the end of this quarter.  
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IX. Conclusions 
A. Specifications Reached 
The following are the originally laid-out specifications for this project: 
• Pitch Detection Time/Rate: As discussed in the previous chapter, the average time to perform 2 
subsequent frequency calculations and change MIDI notes is about 100 – 150 ms. This meets the 
requirement of being able to output a different MIDI note for every eighth note played at a common 
120 bpm tempo. 
• Pitch Detection Range: The pitch range has been tested on my viola as well as a function generator, 
and is able to detect in the range of C3 (130 Hz) to C7 (2093 Hz) with decent accuracy. The PDA runs 
into occasional octave errors, which will be further tested during this quarter. 
• Pitch Detection Frequency Accuracy: Within 1 semitone. The frequency-to-MIDI calculation accounts 
for this. 
• Pitch Detection Time Accuracy: Must be able to detect pitch change times (or note durations) 
accurately enough to distinguish quarter notes from eighth notes. It is not able to detect triplets fast 
enough. 
 
B. Design Improvements 
As discussed in the previous chapters, there are a number of improvements to the design that can be 
made to make the overall system a lot more robust. Listed below are possible improvements to be made 
to nearly all aspects of the system: 
1. Input Analog Filter 
The design of the analog filter can be improved by changing the second stage from a 2nd-Order low-pass 
to a 3rd-Order low-pass; this would cause a steeper roll-off of the stopband and can be accomplished by 
simply adding an extra resistor and capacitor to the input of the second stage. Higher-Order filters can 
also be used, but require the use of multiple op-amp chips per PCB, whereas the current version only 
requires a single IC. 
2. Pitch Detection Algorithm 
The PDA can be improved by ensuring that certain detected peaks do not cause octave errors; this 
requires the algorithm be more fine-tuned so as not to be so sensitive to those detected peaks that are 
found between the primary periodic peaks. 
3. LCD Screen Logic (SOLVED as of June 1, 2018) 
The logic used for the LCD screen can be improved in a way that ensures that the data being sent to the 
LCD is not corrupted. Sometimes the LCD displays garbage characters instead of indicating the actual 
MIDI value and calculated frequency, and, as discussed in the previous chapter, this is most likely due to 
the ADC interrupt routine interrupting the stream of bits that’s being sent to the LCD. A possible solution 
is to send new data to the LCD periodically at a very slow rate, i.e. 4 times per second, based on a much 
slower timer. Another solution would be to periodically reset the LCD to ensure it’s always in a good 
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state every few seconds. 
EDIT: It turns out that the corrupted data on the LCD was being caused by an inadequate amount of 
delay in one of the functions that replaced the string being displayed. A simple addition of 1ms of delay 
solved this issue. 
4. MIDI Output 
The MIDI stream of data could be improved if it was set to output every so often based on a slower 
timer (such as 4-8 times per second). This way, the program wouldn’t just output the MIDI once it has 
found a new pitch; it would output it at a specified update frequency, which would be ideal for rhythm-
sensitive MIDI applications. 
5. Hardware Platform 
As mentioned in a previous chapter, the currently-selected hardware platform, the UC3-A3 
microcontroller, is not a MIDI-compliant USB device; this requires the use of Hairless MIDI and LoopMIDI 
for the serial output of this system to be recognized as proper MIDI output. However, there is a 
microcontroller of similar capabilities as the UC3-A3 that is a MIDI-compliant USB device: the Teensy 3.2. 
If the code were to be ported over to that microcontroller (which also uses C/C++ as its programming 
language), then theoretically it would eliminate the need to use Hairless MIDI and LoopMIDI together to 
communicate with a MIDI software application. Plus, that microcontroller is about ¼ the size of the UC3-
A3 Xplained development kit. I intend to explore this option later during the rest of this quarter. 
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Appendices: 
A. Analysis of Senior Project 
Project Title: Real-Time Audio-MIDI Controller 
Student’s Name: Brian Balberchak 
Advisor’s Name: Wayne C. Pilkington 
Summary of Functional Requirements: 
This project takes an audio instrument input from a ¼” jack and calculates the fundamental frequency 
(musical pitch) of the note being played, then outputs the corresponding MIDI note to a host computer. 
The most recently-calculated frequency and MIDI note values are both displayed on an LCD. 
Primary Constraints: 
Having only a single person on this project made every task significantly harder than if I had a partner to 
bounce ideas off of. It also made writing this report a significant time-sink and a massive undertaking. 
Since the UC3-A3 microcontroller is not nearly as common as an Arduino chip, debugging the firmware 
code for the microcontroller boiled down to finding just the right forum post online that would help me 
configure the module that I want, or being able to understand exactly what to do just from reading the 
datasheet; most of the time it was a mixture of both. There aren’t many resources for help with 
debugging code for this microcontroller, and so that became a huge setback in terms of schedule, as it 
made tasks that were expected to take a week take up to 3 weeks of time. 
Economic: 
o Original Estimated Cost:   $141.00 
o Actual Final Cost of Prototype:  $108.77 
Bill of Materials 
Part Name Cost ($) 
UC3-A3 Xplained Evaluation Board 29.99 
PCB Fabrication (x10 Boards) 16.87 
TLV2462CP Op-Amp Components (x3) 8.01 
Pack of Resistors (10Ω - 1MΩ) 7.99 
Pack of Ceramic Capacitors (0.1uF - 10uF) 14.96 
LCD Screen 7.99 
Breadboards (x3) 5.99 
Jumper Wires 3.99 
1/4" Female Jack (x3) 9.49 
Machined Screws for Enclosure 3.49 
Power Supply (via PC USB) 0.00 
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3D-Printed Enclosure (printed via EE IT 
Dept.) 0.00 
Total 108.77 
 
o Bringing up the prototype cost about $109, but that cost can be reduced as the op-amps, PCB’s, and 
circuit components can all be purchased in bulk quantities at lower prices if enough of these 
products were to be manufactured. 
If Manufactured on a Commercial Basis: 
o Estimated number of devices to be sold per year: 2,000 
o Estimated manufacturing cost per device: 
o Estimated Parts Cost:  $46.69 
o Cost to Solder & Assemble:  $12.00 
o Total:    $58.69 
o Estimated purchase price per device: $70.00 
o Estimated profit per year:   $11.39 x 2,000 = $22,620 
Environmental: 
Manufacturing the components used in this product (such as the op-amp, the microcontroller, and the 
LCD) is just as environmentally-impactful as any other electronics computer project. 
Manufacturability: 
All of the components are readily available from electronics distributors such as Mouser, and so can be 
manufactured in large quantities without much hassle if so desired. 
Sustainability: 
There are no issues with regards to maintaining the device, aside from the wires to the ¼” cable being 
very prone to breaking, but that shouldn’t be much of a problem once an enclosure is designed and 
created to house all the components. 
One possible upgrade to this product that would make it more environmentally-friendly would be to use 
lead-free solder when assembling the LCD and Analog Filter PCB. 
Ethical: 
I had the PCB fabricated in China via AllPCB.com. It can be argued that this may not have been the most 
ethical choice, but it was one of the cheapest options I had. 
Health & Safety: 
Just like most other electronics devices, do not place the product in water. It is not water-proof and the 
internal electronics would short and fry. 
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Social & Political: 
There is no political stance with this product. It’s just meant to be used by amateur and professional 
musicians alike. 
Development: 
The use of ping-pong buffers (i.e. 2 separate buffers), one to handle real-time sampling and the other to 
handle the frequency calculations was a new but relatively simple-to-implement concept for me. 
This was my first time designing a PCB and an active analog filter circuit, since I hadn’t taken EE 308/348 
or EE 409/449 before tackling this project. It was exciting to be able to see the filter evolve from 
simulation to breadboard to PCB, and have it all work within the first few revisions. 
In general, I also have a much more solid grasp on the process of configuring an ADC on a 
microcontroller. I had some exposure to this on previous projects (such as in CPE 329 and CPE 
Capstone), but in those projects there was already base code we were allowed to use that initiated the 
sampling process to some degree for us. In this project, I had to setup the ADC sampling process from 
scratch by setting the correct internal registers and timers to trigger the ADC.  
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B. Parts List & Cost 
Bill of Materials 
Part Name Cost ($) 
UC3-A3 Xplained Evaluation Board 29.99 
PCB Fabrication (x10 Boards) 16.87 
TLV2462CP Op-Amp Components (x3) 8.01 
Pack of Resistors (10Ω - 1MΩ) 7.99 
Pack of Ceramic Capacitors (0.1uF - 10uF) 14.96 
LCD Screen 7.99 
Breadboards (x3) 5.99 
Jumper Wires 3.99 
1/4" Female Jack (x3) 9.49 
Machined Screws for Enclosure 3.49 
Power Supply (via PC USB) 0.00 
3D-Printed Enclosure (printed via EE IT Dept.) 0.00 
Total 108.77 
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C. Project Schedule – Time Estimates & Actuals 
The estimated schedule for Winter Quarter 2018 was as follows: 
 
 However, the actual schedule for the project quarters went more like the following: 
 
Winter Quarter 2018 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11
Month JAN FEB MAR
Day 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 5 12 19
Research
Op-Amp Selection
Analog Filter Design
MATLAB
Pitch Detection Algorithm
Microcontroller
LCD Code
ADC Sampling Code
UART Code
Pitch Detection Algorithm
Analog Input Filter
LTSpice Simulations
Breadboard Testing
PCB Schematic & Layout
PCB Assembly & Testing
System Integration
Full System Testing
Documentation
Final Project Report
Fall Quarter 2017 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11 W12
Month SEP OCT NOV DEC
Day 18 25 2 9 16 23 30 6 13 20 27 4
Research
Pitch Detection Algorithm
Microcontroller Selection
Op-Amp Selection
Analog Filter Design
MATLAB
Pitch Detection Algorithm
Microcontroller
LED Demo
LCD Code
Documentation
Preliminary Project Spec
Concept Design & Subsystems
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Winter Quarter 2018 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11
Month JAN FEB MAR
Day 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 5 12 19
Research
Op-Amp Selection
Analog Filter Design
MATLAB
Pitch Detection Algorithm
Microcontroller
LCD Code
ADC Sampling Code
UART Code
Pitch Detection Algorithm
Analog Input Filter
LTSpice Simulations
Breadboard Testing
PCB Schematic & Layout
PCB Assembly & Testing
System Integration
Full System Testing
Documentation
Final Project Report
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Needless to say, many roadblocks were hit during the course of Winter Quarter, with configuring the 
ADC and UART on the microcontroller proving to be more problematic than expected. Developing and 
testing the analog filter also proved to be a lot more complicated than I had expected, especially since I 
had no experience designing an analog circuit before this (I never took EE 308 or EE 409). I had focused 
on getting all of the functionality done during Winter Quarter that I only had Finals Week to work on the 
report; this was just about impossible, so luckily I was able to continue working on the report during the 
first 2 weeks of Spring Quarter. This was also the time that I discovered an issue with the analog filter’s 
frequency response, and so had to take time to revise it and assemble another PCB; luckily, I was able to 
use the same PCB but with different R and C values to achieve the desired frequency response.  
Spring Quarter 2018 W1 W2
Month APR
Day 2 9
Research
Analog Filter Design
MATLAB
Pitch Detection Algorithm
Microcontroller
LCD Code
ADC Sampling Code
UART Code
Pitch Detection Algorithm
Analog Input Filter
LTSpice Simulations
Breadboard Testing
PCB Schematic & Layout
PCB Assembly & Testing
System Integration
Full System Testing
Documentation
Final Project Report
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D. PC Board Layout 
 
Fig. D.1 – Analog Input Filter PCB Schematic 
 
Fig. D.2 – Analog Input Filter PCB Layout 
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Fig. D.3 – PCB Top Layer 
 
Fig. D.4 – PCB Bottom Layer 
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Fig. D.5 – PCB Pads 
 
Fig. D.6 – PCB Silkscreen Labels & Names 
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Fig. D.7 – PCB Drills & Holes 
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E. Program Listings 
C Source Code: 
main.c: 
/** 
 * \file 
 * 
 * \brief Empty user application template 
 * 
 */ 
 
/** 
 * \mainpage User Application template doxygen documentation 
 * 
 * \par Empty user application template 
 * 
 * Bare minimum empty user application template 
 * 
 * \par Content 
 * 
 * -# Include the ASF header files (through asf.h) 
 * -# "Insert system clock initialization code here" comment 
 * -# Minimal main function that starts with a call to board_init() 
 * -# "Insert application code here" comment 
 * 
 */ 
 
/* 
 * Include header files for all drivers that have been imported from 
 * Atmel Software Framework (ASF). 
 */ 
/* 
 * Support and FAQ: visit <a href="http://www.atmel.com/design-support/">Atmel 
Support</a> 
 */ 
#include <asf.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <adc.h> 
#include <delay.h>    // software delay functions 
#include "avr32\uc3a3256.h" 
#include <dsp_types.h> 
#include "gpio.h" 
#include "lcd.h" 
#include "midi.h" 
 
//#define EXAMPLE_TARGET_PBACLK_FREQ_HZ FOSC0  // PBA clock target frequency, in 
Hz 
 
#define ESC   0x1B 
#define ADC_CHAN_2 2 
#define TC_CHAN_0 0 
#define LOG2_FFT 10 
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#define FFT_SIZE (1 << LOG2_FFT) 
#define MAX_BUFF (FFT_SIZE / 2) 
#define SAMPLE_FREQ 10000 
#define AMDF_THRES 0x200    // Arbitrary min threshold 
#define PEAK_LIMIT 8     // Limit of the number of 
peaks to be detected in the auto-correlation 
#define A_VREF  3.3     // ADC's reference V 
#define SAMP_VREF (ADC_MAX_VALUE / 2) // The offset voltage applied to the 
ADC's input 
#define SIGN_BIT_16 (1 << 15) 
 
int setBPM(int bpm); 
void RotateLEDs(int delay); 
 
//volatile uint16_t adc_buf[2][MAX_BUFF]; 
uint16_t amdf[MAX_BUFF]; 
 
A_ALIGNED volatile dsp16_t adc_buf[2][FFT_SIZE]; 
A_ALIGNED dsp16_complex_t xin_fft[FFT_SIZE];  // FFT of the input signal 
(in ADC buffer) 
A_ALIGNED dsp16_complex_t ac_fft[FFT_SIZE];  // FFT of the auto-
correlated input signal 
A_ALIGNED dsp16_complex_t auto_corr[FFT_SIZE]; // Actual auto-correlation data 
 
uint8_t print_auto_corr_flag = 0, note_dyn = MIDI_DYN_MF; 
volatile uint8_t calc_freq_flag = 0; 
volatile uint8_t buf_id = 0;  // Buffer ID (0 or 1) 
volatile uint16_t buf_ndx = 0; 
volatile uint32_t ints_per_fft_calc = 0; 
 
// ADC Interrupt Service Routine 
#if defined (__GNUC__) 
__attribute__((__interrupt__)) 
#elif defined (__ICCAVR32__) 
#pragma handler = AVR32_TC0_IRQ_GROUP, 1 
__interrupt 
#endif 
static void adc_irq(void) { 
 int i; 
 uint16_t adc_sample; 
 volatile avr32_adc_t *adc = &AVR32_ADC; 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].ovr |= (1 << 11); // Set PB11 (J3-Pin 7) High 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].ovr &= ~(1 << 3); // Toggle LED0 ON 
 
 // Grab latest sample from ADC 
 adc_sample = (uint16_t)adc_get_value(adc, ADC_CHAN_2); 
 // Convert adc_sample to proper dsp16_t format 
 adc_buf[buf_id][buf_ndx++] = (dsp16_t)(adc_sample << 6); 
  
 // Reset buffer index if full 
 if (buf_ndx == MAX_BUFF) { 
  buf_ndx = 0; 
  // If calc freq flag has been cleared, set it so main() can 
calculate the frequency & MIDI 
  if (!calc_freq_flag) { 
   calc_freq_flag = 1; 
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   // Swap sample buffers 
   buf_id ^= 0x01; 
  }    
 } 
 ints_per_fft_calc++; 
 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].ovr &= ~(1 << 11); // Set PB11 (J3-Pin 7) Low 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].ovr |= (1 << 3);  // Toggle LED0 OFF 
  
 // Read LCDR for interruption to end. 
 i = adc->lcdr; 
} 
 
// Erases text from cursor to end of current line 
void clear_screen(){ 
 stdio_usb_putchar(&AVR32_USART1, ESC); 
 printf("[2J"); 
} 
 
// Resets the cursor to the top-left of the terminal window 
void reset_cursor(){ 
 stdio_usb_putchar(&AVR32_USART1, ESC); 
 printf("[0;0H"); 
} 
 
// Initialize the timer/counter (triggers the ADC) 
static void timer_init() { 
 volatile avr32_tc_t *tc = &AVR32_TC0; 
  
 // Options for waveform generation. 
 static const tc_waveform_opt_t waveform_opt = { 
  .channel  = TC_CHAN_0,   // Channel selection. 
  .bswtrg   = TC_EVT_EFFECT_NOOP, // Software trigger effect on 
TIOB. 
  .beevt    = TC_EVT_EFFECT_NOOP, // External event effect on 
TIOB. 
  .bcpc     = TC_EVT_EFFECT_NOOP, // RC compare effect on TIOB. 
  .bcpb     = TC_EVT_EFFECT_NOOP, // RB compare effect on TIOB. 
  .aswtrg   = TC_EVT_EFFECT_NOOP, // Software trigger effect on 
TIOA. 
  .aeevt    = TC_EVT_EFFECT_NOOP, // External event effect on 
TIOA. 
  .acpc     = TC_EVT_EFFECT_SET, // RC compare effect on TIOA. 
  /* 
   * RA compare effect on TIOA. 
   * (other possibilities are none, set and clear). 
   */ 
  .acpa     = TC_EVT_EFFECT_CLEAR, 
  /* 
   * Waveform selection: Up mode with automatic trigger(reset) 
   * on RC compare. 
   */ 
  .wavsel   = TC_WAVEFORM_SEL_UP_MODE_RC_TRIGGER, 
  .enetrg   = false, // External event trigger enable. 
  .eevt     = 0,  // External event selection. 
  .eevtedg  = TC_SEL_NO_EDGE, // External event edge selection. 
  .cpcdis   = false, // Counter disable when RC compare. 
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  .cpcstop  = false, // Counter clock stopped with RC compare. 
  .burst    = false, // Burst signal selection. 
  .clki     = false, // Clock inversion. 
  .tcclks   = TC_CLOCK_SOURCE_TC3 // Internal source clock 3, 
connected to fPBA / 8. 
 }; 
  
 // Initialize the timer/counter. 
 tc_init_waveform(tc, &waveform_opt); 
  
 // Set RC to interrupt every 0.1 ms (10 kHz) 
 tc_write_rc(tc, TC_CHAN_0, (sysclk_get_pba_hz() / 8 / SAMPLE_FREQ)); 
 // Set RA to half of RC's value 
 tc_write_ra(tc, TC_CHAN_0, (sysclk_get_pba_hz() / 16 / SAMPLE_FREQ)); 
} 
 
// Initialize ADC 
static void adc_init() { 
  
 static const gpio_map_t ADC_GPIO_MAP = 
 { 
  {AVR32_ADC_AD_2_PIN, AVR32_ADC_AD_2_FUNCTION} 
 }; 
 volatile avr32_adc_t *adc = &AVR32_ADC; 
  
 // Assign and enable GPIO pins to the ADC function. 
 gpio_enable_module(ADC_GPIO_MAP, sizeof(ADC_GPIO_MAP) / 
sizeof(ADC_GPIO_MAP[0])); 
  
 // configure ADC 
 // Lower the ADC clock to match the ADC characteristics (because we 
configured 
 // the CPU clock to 12MHz, and the ADC clock characteristics are usually 
lower; 
 // cf. the ADC Characteristic section in the datasheet). 
 adc->mr |= 0x4 << AVR32_ADC_MR_PRESCAL_OFFSET; // ADC_CLK = 1.2 MHz 
 adc->mr &= ~(0x7 << AVR32_ADC_MR_TRGSEL_OFFSET); // Set TIOA0 as the 
internal trigger 
 adc->mr |= 0x1 << AVR32_ADC_MR_TRGEN_OFFSET; 
 adc_configure(adc); 
  
 // Enable the ADC channels 
 adc_enable(adc, ADC_CHAN_2); 
  
 // Enable ADC Data Ready interrupt 
 adc->ier = AVR32_ADC_DRDY_MASK; 
 //adc->ier = AVR32_ADC_EOC2_MASK; 
} 
 
// Initializes various GPIO pins (LEDs and such) 
void init_gpio() { 
 /* 
 To control a GPIO pin, use the formula described in the AT32UC3A3256 
datasheet. 
 GPIO port = floor((GPIO number) / 32) 
 GPIO pin = remainder of (GPIO number / 32), example: GPIO35 -> (35/32 = 
Port 1 with remainder 3 -> Pin 3) 
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 A look at the UC3-A3 Xplained schematics shows LED0 is connected to 
GPIO35. (Port 1, Pin 3) 
 */ 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].gpers = (0x1F << 27); //set the GPIO enable register to 
get GPIO module control of GPIO27-31. 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].oders = (0x1F << 27); //set the GPIO Output Driver 
enable for GPIO27-31 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].gpers = (1 << 0) | (1 << 2) | (1 << 3) | (1 << 6) | (1 
<< 11); //set the GPIO enable register to get GPIO module control of GPIO35. 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].oders = (1 << 0) | (1 << 2) | (1 << 3) | (1 << 6) | (1 
<< 11); //set the GPIO Output Driver enable for GPIO35 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[2].gpers = (1 << 9); //set the GPIO enable register to get 
GPIO module control of GPIO73. 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[2].oders = (1 << 9); //set the GPIO Output Driver enable 
for GPIO73 
} 
 
// Prints the voltage values of the ADC's samples 
void print_adc_buffer(void) { 
 int ndx; 
 uint16_t raw_sample; 
 float vsample; 
  
 for (ndx = 0; ndx < FFT_SIZE / 8; ndx++) { 
  raw_sample = ((uint16_t)((adc_buf[0][ndx] >> 6) + SAMP_VREF)); 
  vsample = (A_VREF * raw_sample) / ADC_MAX_VALUE; 
  printf("adc_buf[%u] = %1.3f V\r\n", ndx, vsample); 
 } 
} 
 
// Computes the Auto-correlation of the sampled signal 
void calc_autocorr(void) { 
 uint16_t ndx; 
 uint8_t full_buf_id = buf_id ^ 0x01; // Indicates which buffer is 
ready to be processed 
  
 // Calculate the FFT of the input signal 
 dsp16_trans_realcomplexfft(xin_fft, (dsp16_t *)(adc_buf[full_buf_id]), 
LOG2_FFT); 
 // FFT of auto-correlation is Xk * conj(Xk) 
 for (ndx = 0; ndx < FFT_SIZE; ndx++) { 
  ac_fft[ndx].real = dsp16_op_mul(xin_fft[ndx].real, 
xin_fft[ndx].real) 
   + dsp16_op_mul(xin_fft[ndx].imag, xin_fft[ndx].imag); 
  //ac_fft[ndx].real = dsp16_op_pow(dsp16_op_abs(xin_fft[ndx].real), 
2) 
  // + dsp16_op_pow(dsp16_op_abs(xin_fft[ndx].imag), 2); 
  ac_fft[ndx].imag = 0; 
   
  //printf("ac_fft[%u].real = 0x%04X\r\n", ndx, ac_fft[ndx].real); 
 } 
 // Compute auto-correlation by performing an inverse transform 
 dsp16_trans_complexifft(auto_corr, ac_fft, LOG2_FFT); 
} 
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float calc_frequency(void) { 
 float freq = 0; 
 dsp16_t thres = auto_corr[0].real * 2 / 3; 
 dsp16_t this_samp, prev_samp, next_samp; 
 uint8_t peaks_found = 0; // Peaks detected in auto-correlation 
 uint8_t periods_found;  // Actual number of periods found 
 uint16_t peaks[PEAK_LIMIT]; // Array containing peak indices 
 uint16_t diff, min_diff; // Differences between peak indices 
 //uint16_t last_peak_ndx = 1, first_peak_ndx = 1; 
 uint16_t ndx = 1; // Begin the peak detection alg at ndx = 1 
  
 // Find relative dynamic value 
 note_dyn = (uint8_t)((MIDI_DYN_SLOPE * auto_corr[0].real) + 
MIDI_DYN_OFFSET); 
 //printf("\tPeak value (0x%04X)\r\n", auto_corr[0].real); 
  
 // Detect peaks in the auto-correlated signal 
 while ((peaks_found < PEAK_LIMIT) && (ndx < MAX_BUFF)) { 
  prev_samp = auto_corr[ndx - 1].real; 
  this_samp = auto_corr[ndx].real; 
  next_samp = auto_corr[ndx + 1].real; 
   
  if (print_auto_corr_flag) { 
   //printf("   auto_corr[%u] = 0x%04X\r\n", (ndx - 1), 
prev_samp); 
  } 
   
  if ((this_samp > thres) && (this_samp > prev_samp) && (this_samp > 
next_samp)) { 
   // Store the found peak 
   peaks[peaks_found++] = ndx; 
    
   //printf(" - Found a peak (0x%04X) @ ndx = %u\r\n", this_samp, 
ndx); 
  } 
  ndx++; 
 } 
 print_auto_corr_flag = 0; 
  
 // If peaks were found, calculate frequency 
 if (peaks_found > 0) { 
  min_diff = peaks[0]; 
  periods_found = peaks_found; 
   
  // Find the min difference between indices 
  for (ndx = 1; ndx < peaks_found; ndx++) { 
   diff = peaks[ndx] - peaks[ndx - 1]; 
    
   if (diff < min_diff) 
    min_diff = diff; 
  } 
   
  // Add to periods_found if any peaks were skipped 
  for (ndx = 0; ndx < peaks_found; ndx++) { 
   // Also check diff between first peak ndx and 0 
   diff = (ndx > 0) ? (peaks[ndx] - peaks[ndx - 1]) : peaks[ndx]; 
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   periods_found += (uint8_t)(round(diff * 1.0 / min_diff) - 1); 
  } 
  //periods_found = (uint8_t)round(peaks[peaks_found - 1] * 1.0 / 
min_diff); 
  freq = SAMPLE_FREQ * 1.0 * periods_found / peaks[peaks_found - 1]; 
 } 
  
 return freq; 
} 
 
int main (void) 
{ 
 /* Insert system clock initialization code here (sysclk_init()). */ 
 uint8_t midi = 0, prev_midi = A_REF_MIDI, prev_midi_out = 0; 
 //uint8_t printFlag = 1; 
 float freq; 
 char* notename = calloc(NOTE_NAME_LEN, sizeof(char)); 
 char *lcdFreqStr = calloc(LCD_MAX_MSG_LEN, sizeof(char)); 
 char *lcdMidiStr = calloc(LCD_MAX_MSG_LEN, sizeof(char)); 
  
 volatile avr32_tc_t *tc = &AVR32_TC0; 
 volatile avr32_adc_t *adc = &AVR32_ADC; 
  
 sysclk_init(); 
 board_init(); 
 delay_init(F_CPU); 
   
 // Initialize interrupt vector table support. 
 irq_initialize_vectors(); 
 
 // Disable interrupts 
 cpu_irq_disable(); 
  
 INTC_init_interrupts(); 
 //INTC_register_interrupt((__int_handler)&tc_irq, AVR32_TC0_IRQ0, 
AVR32_INTC_INT0); 
 INTC_register_interrupt((__int_handler)&adc_irq, AVR32_ADC_IRQ, 
AVR32_INTC_INT0); 
 sysclk_enable_peripheral_clock(tc); 
 sysclk_enable_peripheral_clock(adc); 
  
 // Enable interrupts 
 cpu_irq_enable(); 
  
 timer_init(); 
 adc_init(); 
  
 /* Call a local utility routine to initialize C-Library Standard I/O over 
  * a USB CDC protocol. Tunable parameters in a conf_usb.h file must be 
  * supplied to configure the USB device correctly. 
  */ 
 stdio_usb_init(); 
 
 /* Insert application code here, after the board has been initialized. */ 
 init_gpio(); 
 // Init LCD & Write the 2 starting messages 
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 LCDInit(); 
 LCDMidiBegin(); 
  
 // Begin ADC conversions 
 tc_start(tc, TC_CHAN_0); 
 adc_start(adc); 
  
 while(1) { 
  // Check if the ADC buffer is full and can be processed 
  if (calc_freq_flag) { 
   //clear_screen(); 
   //reset_cursor(); 
   //printf("Calculating frequency...\r\n"); 
    
   calc_autocorr(); 
   freq = calc_frequency(); 
    
   if (freq > MAX_FREQ) 
    freq = 0; 
    
   midi = FreqToMIDI(freq); 
   FindMIDINoteName(midi, notename); 
    
   snprintf(lcdFreqStr, LCD_MSG_LEN, "%4.1f Hz", freq); 
   snprintf(lcdMidiStr, LCD_MSG_LEN, "%d (%s)", midi, notename); 
    
   LCDReplaceString(LCD_X_START, 0, lcdFreqStr); 
    
   // Update LCD & MIDI output if a new frequency was detected & 
sustained 
   if (midi == prev_midi && midi != prev_midi_out && 
    (midi != prev_midi_out - NOTES_PER_OCTAVE) && 
    (midi != prev_midi_out + NOTES_PER_OCTAVE)) { 
    LCDReplaceString(LCD_X_START, 1, lcdMidiStr); 
     
    // Turn off previous note (only if prev_midi_out > 0) 
    if (prev_midi_out) 
     SendMIDINoteOff(MIDI_CHAN_1, prev_midi_out); 
      
    // Turn on current note (only if midi > 0) 
    if (midi) 
     SendMIDINoteOn(MIDI_CHAN_1, midi, note_dyn); 
      
    prev_midi_out = midi; 
   } 
   prev_midi = midi; 
    
   //printf("%s %s\r\n", FREQ_STR, lcdFreqStr); 
   //printf("%s %s\r\n", MIDI_STR, lcdMidiStr); 
    
   // Find samples obtained 
   //printf("%u samples obtained.\r\n", ints_per_fft_calc); 
   ints_per_fft_calc = 0; 
    
   calc_freq_flag = 0; 
  } 
  else { 
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   delay_ms(1); 
  } 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
 
lcd.h: 
/* 
 * lcd.h 
 * 
 * Created: 1/29/2018 6:56:47 PM 
 *  Author: Notebook 
 */  
 
 
#ifndef LCD_H_ 
#define LCD_H_ 
 
#include <delay.h> 
#include "avr32\uc3a3256.h" 
 
#define LCD_CMD_CLR   0x01 
#define LCD_CMD_CRSR_POS 0x80 
#define LCD_2ND_LINE  64 
#define LCD_MAX_MSG_LEN  16 
#define LCD_MSG_LEN   10 
#define LCD_X_START   6 
#define LCD_EMPTY_STR  "          " 
#define MIDI_STR   "MIDI: " 
#define FREQ_STR   "Freq: " 
 
void LCDWriteCmd(uint8_t cmd); 
void LCDReset(void); 
void LCDInit(void); 
void LCDMidiBegin(void); 
void LCDSetCursor(uint8_t xpos, uint8_t ypos); 
void LCDWriteChar(char character); 
void LCDWriteString(char *str); 
void LCDReplaceString(uint8_t xpos, uint8_t ypos, char *str); 
 
#endif /* LCD_H_ */ 
 
lcd.c: 
/* 
 * lcd.c 
 * 
 * Created: 1/29/2018 6:54:49 PM 
 *  Author: Notebook 
 */  
#include "lcd.h" 
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void LCDWriteCmd(uint8_t cmd) { 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrs = (1 << 27); /* E  = 1 */ 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].ovrc = (1 << 0);  /* RS = 0 */ 
 delay_us(10); 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrc = (0x0F << 28);  // Clear character data in 
PA 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovr |= (cmd & 0xF0) << 24; // Set upper nibble of 
character data 
 delay_us(10); 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrc = (1 << 27); /* E  = 0 */ 
 delay_us(10); 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrs = (1 << 27); /* E  = 1 */ 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrc = (0x0F << 28);  // Clear character data in 
PA 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovr |= (cmd & 0x0F) << 28; // Set lower nibble of 
character data 
 delay_us(10); 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrc = (1 << 27); /* E  = 0 */ 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].ovrc = (1 << 0);  /* RS = 0 */ 
 delay_us(10); 
} 
 
void LCDReset(void) { 
 delay_ms(15); 
  
 LCDWriteCmd(0x33); 
 delay_ms(5); 
  
 LCDWriteCmd(0x32); 
 delay_ms(5); 
  
 LCDSetCursor(0, 0); 
 delay_ms(2); 
} 
 
void LCDInit(void) { 
 LCDReset(); 
  
 LCDWriteCmd(0x28); /* Function Set (Nibble Mode) */ 
 delay_us(80); 
  
 LCDWriteCmd(0x0C); /* Display Set */ 
 delay_us(80); 
  
 LCDWriteCmd(LCD_CMD_CLR); 
 delay_ms(2); 
  
 LCDWriteCmd(0x06); /* Entry Mode Set */ 
 delay_ms(2); 
} 
 
// Step 2 of the LCD Init process for this specific application 
void LCDMidiBegin(void) { 
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 LCDWriteCmd(LCD_CMD_CLR); 
 delay_ms(2); 
 LCDWriteString(FREQ_STR); 
 delay_ms(2); 
 LCDSetCursor(0, 1); 
 delay_ms(2); 
 LCDWriteString(MIDI_STR); 
 delay_ms(2); 
} 
 
// Sets the cursor to an (x, y) coordinate specified, 
// where (0, 0) is at the top-left corner 
void LCDSetCursor(uint8_t xpos, uint8_t ypos) { 
 if (ypos == 0 || ypos == 1) 
  LCDWriteCmd(LCD_CMD_CRSR_POS + (ypos * LCD_2ND_LINE) + xpos); 
      delay_ms(1); 
} 
 
void LCDWriteChar(char character) { 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrs = (1 << 27); /* E  = 1 */ 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].ovrs = (1 << 0);  /* RS = 1 */ 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrc = (0x0F << 28);  // Clear character data in 
PA 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovr |= (character & 0xF0) << 24; // Set upper nibble 
of character data 
 delay_us(10); 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrc = (1 << 27); /* E  = 0 */ 
 delay_us(10); 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrs = (1 << 27); /* E  = 1 */ 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrc = (0x0F << 28);  // Clear character data in 
PA 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovr |= (character & 0x0F) << 28; // Set lower nibble 
of character data 
 delay_us(10); 
  
 AVR32_GPIO.port[0].ovrc = (1 << 27); /* E  = 0 */ 
 AVR32_GPIO.port[1].ovrs = (1 << 0);  /* RS = 1 */ 
 delay_ms(1); 
} 
 
void LCDWriteString(char *str) { 
 while (*str) 
  LCDWriteChar(*str++); 
} 
 
// Replaces the string at a specified position 
void LCDReplaceString(uint8_t xpos, uint8_t ypos, char *str) { 
 LCDSetCursor(xpos, ypos); 
 LCDWriteString(LCD_EMPTY_STR); 
 delay_ms(2); 
 LCDSetCursor(xpos, ypos); 
 LCDWriteString(str); 
 delay_ms(2); 
} 
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midi.h: 
/* 
 * midi.h 
 * 
 * Created: 1/29/2018 7:03:44 PM 
 *  Author: Notebook 
 */  
 
 
#ifndef MIDI_H_ 
#define MIDI_H_ 
 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdint.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
 
#define NOTES_PER_OCTAVE 12 
#define NOTE_NAME_LEN  5 
#define A_REF    440.0 
#define A_REF_MIDI   69 
#define HALF_STEP_MULT  1.05946 
#define C2_FREQ    65.406 
#define MIN_FREQ   41.2035  // Pitch: E1 
#define MAX_FREQ   2093.0  // Pitch: C7 
// MIDI Protocol Defines 
#define NOTE_ON    0x90 
#define NOTE_OFF   0x80 
#define CHAN_MASK   0x0F 
#define DATA_MASK   0x7F 
#define MIDI_CHAN_1   0   // Channel 1 is actually 0 
// MIDI Dynamic Levels 
#define MIDI_DYN_P4   8   // pppp 
#define MIDI_DYN_P3   20   // ppp 
#define MIDI_DYN_P2   31   // pp 
#define MIDI_DYN_P1   42   // p 
#define MIDI_DYN_MP   53   // mp 
#define MIDI_DYN_MF   64   // mf 
#define MIDI_DYN_F1   80   // f 
#define MIDI_DYN_F2   96   // ff 
#define MIDI_DYN_F3   112   // fff 
#define MIDI_DYN_F4   127   // ffff 
// MIDI Dynamic Calculation Constants 
#define MIDI_DYN_OFFSET  15   // Offset for calculating 
dynamic 
#define MIDI_DYN_SLOPE  5.43  // Slope for calculating dynamic 
 
uint8_t FreqToMIDI(float freq); 
void FindMIDINoteName(uint8_t midi, char *notename); 
void SendMIDINoteOn(uint8_t chan, uint8_t note, uint8_t velocity); 
void SendMIDINoteOff(uint8_t chan, uint8_t note); 
 
#endif /* MIDI_H_ */ 
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midi.c: 
/* 
 * midi.c 
 * 
 * Created: 1/29/2018 7:02:54 PM 
 *  Author: Notebook 
 */  
 
#include "midi.h" 
 
uint8_t FreqToMIDI(float freq) { 
 return (freq >= MIN_FREQ && freq <= MAX_FREQ) ? 
(uint8_t)(round(NOTES_PER_OCTAVE * log2(freq / A_REF) + A_REF_MIDI)) : 0; 
} 
 
void FindMIDINoteName(uint8_t midi, char *notename) { 
 char* strPtr = notename; 
  
 // Find the note's octave and number within octave 
 int8_t octave = (midi / NOTES_PER_OCTAVE) - 1; 
 uint8_t numInOct = midi % NOTES_PER_OCTAVE; 
  
 // Reset notename string 
 memset(notename, 0, NOTE_NAME_LEN); 
  
 // Check for midi = 0 
 if (!midi) { 
  strcpy(strPtr, "N/A"); 
 } 
 else { 
  switch (numInOct) { 
   case 0: 
    *strPtr++ = 'C'; 
    break; 
   case 1: 
    *strPtr++ = 'C'; 
    *strPtr++ = '#'; 
    break; 
   case 2: 
    *strPtr++ = 'D'; 
    break; 
   case 3: 
    *strPtr++ = 'D'; 
    *strPtr++ = '#'; 
    break; 
   case 4: 
    *strPtr++ = 'E'; 
    break; 
   case 5: 
    *strPtr++ = 'F'; 
    break; 
   case 6: 
    *strPtr++ = 'F'; 
    *strPtr++ = '#'; 
    break; 
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   case 7: 
    *strPtr++ = 'G'; 
    break; 
   case 8: 
    *strPtr++ = 'G'; 
    *strPtr++ = '#'; 
    break; 
   case 9: 
    *strPtr++ = 'A'; 
    break; 
   case 10: 
    *strPtr++ = 'A'; 
    *strPtr++ = '#'; 
    break; 
   case 11: 
    *strPtr++ = 'B'; 
    break; 
   default: 
    *strPtr++ = 'N'; 
    *strPtr++ = '/'; 
    *strPtr++ = 'A'; 
    break; 
  } 
  if (octave < 10) 
   *strPtr++ = (octave + '0'); 
  else { 
   *strPtr++ = '1'; 
   *strPtr++ = ((octave % 10) + '0'); 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
// Sends a MIDI note ON signal 
void SendMIDINoteOn(uint8_t chan, uint8_t note, uint8_t velocity) { 
 // Ensure the bytes follow the MIDI message protocol 
 chan &= CHAN_MASK; 
 note &= DATA_MASK; 
 velocity &= DATA_MASK; 
 printf("%c%c%c", (NOTE_ON | chan), note, velocity); 
} 
 
void SendMIDINoteOff(uint8_t chan, uint8_t note) { 
 // Ensure the bytes follow the MIDI message protocol 
 chan &= CHAN_MASK; 
 note &= DATA_MASK; 
 printf("%c%c%c", (NOTE_OFF | chan), note, 0); 
} 
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 MATLAB Source Code: 
FindFreqFromWAV.m: 
function freq = FindFreqFromWAV(wav_filename) 
% Input(s): 
%   wav_filename = string indicating path to WAV file 
 
stftLen = 512; 
 
% Read from WAV file, downsample by 4 
[xin, Fs] = audioread(wav_filename); 
xdin = downsample(xin, 4); 
Fs = Fs / 4; 
 
% Max/Min detectable frequencies 
maxFreq = Fs / 4; 
minFreq = 2 * Fs / stftLen; 
 
xLen = length(xdin); 
numSegs = xLen / stftLen; 
 
Mfft = 2 ^ nextpow2(stftLen * 2 - 1); 
time = [0 : Mfft - 1]; 
 
prevFreq = 0; 
%printFlag = 1; 
 
for (seg = 0 : numSegs - 1) 
    % Find start and end indices of segment to perform STFT 
    segStart = seg * stftLen + 1; 
    segEnd = segStart + stftLen - 1; 
    % Check to make sure end does not go beyond xin's length 
    if (segEnd > xLen) 
        segEnd = xLen; 
    end;     
    % Perform autocorrelation on segment 
    acSeg = AutoCorrSegment(xdin(segStart : segEnd)); 
     
    % Find first 5 peaks (i.e. 4 periods) 
    fprintf('Segment %d:\n', seg); 
    thres = acSeg(1) / 3;   % Peak-detection threshold 
    peaksFound = 0; 
    peakNdx = zeros(1, 4);   % Peak index 
    validFlag = 1;  % Flag to determine if frequency is valid 
    ndx = 2; 
    % Search first half of auto-correlation (2nd half is a mirror copy) 
    while (peaksFound < 5 && ndx < (length(acSeg) / 2)) 
        if (acSeg(ndx) > thres && acSeg(ndx) > acSeg(ndx - 1)... 
         && acSeg(ndx) > acSeg(ndx + 1)) 
            peaksFound = peaksFound + 1; 
            peakNdx(peaksFound) = ndx - 1; 
            fprintf('   peak @ ndx = %d\n', peakNdx(peaksFound)); 
             
            % Check if found peak ndx is expected based on first peak ndx 
            if (peaksFound > 1) 
                nextPeakNdxMin = peaksFound * (peakNdx(1) * 0.93); 
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                nextPeakNdxMax = peaksFound * (peakNdx(1) * 1.07); 
                 
                if ((ndx - 1) < nextPeakNdxMin || (ndx - 1) > nextPeakNdxMax) 
                    fprintf('   ^ Unexpected peak value!\n'); 
                    validFlag = 0; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        ndx = ndx + 1; 
    end 
     
    if (peaksFound > 0 && validFlag == 1) 
        freq = Fs / peakNdx(peaksFound) * peaksFound; 
        midi = Freq2MIDI(freq); 
        note_name = MIDI2Notename(midi); 
    else 
        freq = 0; 
        midi = 0; 
        note_name = 'N/A'; 
    end 
     
    % Check for possible error freq calculations 
    if (freq <= minFreq || freq >= maxFreq) 
        figure(3); 
        stem(time, acSeg, '.'); 
        title('Auto-correlation of x segment'); 
        freq = 0; 
    % Plot instance of octave error 
    elseif ((freq >= 1.95 * prevFreq) && (freq <= 2.05 * prevFreq)) 
        fprintf('   peak @ ndx = %d\n', peakNdx); 
        fprintf('   peaksFound = %d\n', peaksFound); 
        figure(2); 
        stem(time, acSeg, '.'); 
        title('Auto-correlation octave error (x segment)'); 
    end 
    fprintf('   freq = %f\n   MIDI = %d (%s)\n', freq, midi, note_name); 
    prevFreq = freq; 
end 
 
 
AutoCorrSegment.m: 
% AutoCorrFFT 
function [acn] = AutoCorrSegment(xn) 
% Input(s): 
%   xn = time-domain sampled x segment to auto-correlate 
% Output(s): 
%   acn = time-domain auto-correlated segment 
 
% Find power-of-2 length for FFT 
Mx = length(xn); 
Mfft = 2 ^ nextpow2(Mx * 2 - 1); 
 
% Zero-pad input sequence to proper length, find FFT 
Xk = fft(xn, Mfft); 
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XkC = conj(Xk); 
 
% Perform auto-correlation by performing spectral multiplication 
ACk = Xk .* XkC; 
 
% Inverse-FFT to find real time-domain AC of signal 
acn = real(ifft(ACk)); 
%fprintf('Length of AC[n] = %d\n', length(acn)); 
 
Freq2MIDI.m: 
function midi = Freq2MIDI(freq) 
 
A_ref = 440; 
midi = round(12 * log2(freq / A_ref) + 69); 
 
MIDI2Notename.m: 
function note_name = MIDI2Notename(midi) 
 
% Number of notes (half-steps) per octave 
notes_per_oct = 12; 
% calculates the octave of the MIDI note 
octave = floor(midi / notes_per_oct) - 1; 
% calculates the note's number wrt its octave 
num_in_oct = mod(midi, notes_per_oct); 
 
switch num_in_oct 
    case 0, 
        note_class = 'C'; 
    case 1, 
        note_class = 'C#'; 
    case 2, 
        note_class = 'D'; 
    case 3, 
        note_class = 'D#'; 
    case 4, 
        note_class = 'E'; 
    case 5, 
        note_class = 'F'; 
    case 6, 
        note_class = 'F#'; 
    case 7, 
        note_class = 'G'; 
    case 8, 
        note_class = 'G#'; 
    case 9, 
        note_class = 'A'; 
    case 10, 
        note_class = 'A#'; 
    case 11, 
        note_class = 'B'; 
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    otherwise, 
        note_class = 'N/A'; 
end 
 
